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Abstract
This paper describes an approach to the design of online holp for programmirg tasks and modelling

tasks, bas€d on a theoretical framework of problem solving and leami[9. The framework leads to

several design principles which are important to the problem of wherr and how to supply help

information to a learner who is constructing a soltrtion to a givgn problem. We will descdbe two

example domains where w! apply these design principles: The ABSYNT problem solving monitor

supports leamers with help and proposals for firnctional ptogramming. The PETRI HELP system

currenily under development is inEnded to s'rppon the learning bf modelling wiü Pelri nels.

Introduction
It has been well recognized that in order to develop intelligent help sys[ems which adapt Io the

leamer's current knowledge state, a detailed psychological theoretical framework of knowledge

representation and acquisition is necessary which incorporates problem solving and leaming. It
should be detailed enough to support specific design decisions and to allow specific predictions. At
the same time it should be genenl enough to be applicable to different domains.

We are working on such a frameworh ISPDL Theory (impasse - success - problem solving - driven

learning). It is all attempt to integrate the theoretical concepts ofimpasse-driven leaming (Brown &
van trhn, 1980; Laird, Rosenbloom & Newell, 1986; 1987; van Irhn, 1988; 1990), success driven

leaming (Anderson, 1983; 1986; 1989; Lewis, 1987; Wolff, 1987), and problem solving phases or

action phases (Gollwitzer, 1990; Heckhausen, 1989). One purpose of ISPDL Theory is to obtain a

set of design criteria for intelligent help systems which support problem solvers while planning and

constructing solutions to problems. In ordel to make these design criteria as domain independent as

possible, we apply them to two different domaids: The ABSYNT problem solving monitor delivers

help for leamers constructing functional programs. The PETRI HELP system is designed to support

Petri net planneß. In this paper we will describe ISPDL Theory, the design principles following

from it, and how they are or will be realized in ABSYNT and in PETRI IIELP.

The ISPDL Theory: P.oblem Solving, Acquisition and Improvement of Knowledge

The ISPDL Theory G\4öbus, Schröder & Thole, 1991) is intended to describe the stream of actions

and cognitive processes occuning in problem solving situations. ISPDL Theory has three aspects:

. The distinction of d,lFercnt problem solving pÄases (Gollwitzer, l99O). h the deliberar? phase the

problem solver considers several goals and finally chooses one. In the p/az phase the problem solver

develops a solution plan in order to obtain the goal, Subgoals are created and sequenced. The
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solution plan might also be accomplished by analogical rcasoning. Then t-he plan is ereclred. Finally

the problem solver eralrdter the obtained result.

.The impasse driven acquisition of new knowledge- ln rcsponse to an impasse, the problem solver

applies weak heuristics,like asking questions and looking for help (van Lehn, 1988; 1990; 1991).

Thus the leamer obtains new information. As a result of this, the leamer may overcome the impasse

and acquire new knowledge. Thus impasses trigger the acquisition of knowledge. But the new

information may cause a secondary problem (Brown & van Lehn, 1980; Emst & Newell, 1969).

. The srrccess dtiven ihprovement of existing knowledge- Successfully used knowledge is

improved so it can be used more effectively. By rule composition (Anderson, 1986; Lewis, 1987;

Neves & Anderson, 1981; Vere, 19?7) the number of control decisions and subgoals to be set is

reduced.

Principles for Help Design Based on ISPDL Theory

The ISPDL Theory motivates the following design principles for providing help to the leamer:

l. The help system should not interrupt the leamer (see also Winkels & Breuker, 1990) but offer
info.mation, because according to the theory, information is or y helpful at impasse time (van Lehn,

1988). So information is only to be supplied on request by the learner. This principle is somewhat

opposed to the principle of immediate feedback (Anderson, 1987; Anderson, Connd & Corbett,

1989). But it is implied by the theory, and we think that it is important to let the learner develop her

/his.own solution ideas even if they seem strange from an expert point of view.

2. The leamer must have the opportunity to obtain detailed feedback and inforrtation at every thie
during problem solving. Thus the system must offer support in each problem solving phase,

because different impasses are possible at each point in problem solving.

3. Impasses may arise at different lereh, so help informatiot should be provided accordingly. It
should support the problem solving phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation.

4. The leamer should be enabled to make use of her/his pre-knowledge when asking for help as

much as possible, so the information provided as help does not suggest different solution plans and

thus causes secondary impasses. Rather, the help information should accept the learner's solution

plan and provide the leamer with dre requested information as precisely as possible.

5. The provided information should be tairored to the actual lqowledge smte of the leamer.If tlrc
information presupposes too much prc-knowledge, the leamet will encounter a secondary impasse.

This might lead to self explanation (Chi et al., 1989; vm Lehn, Jones & Chi, 1991) of the

infomation obtained, but also to non-unde$tanding and to negative emotions. If the information
presupposes too little pre-knowledge, then the leamer will get bored by things already known.

So whether information is helpful depends on the actual knowledge state of the teamer. A state

model is necessary which has to represent online the actual hypothetical domain knowledge state of
the leamer, Its two main functions are to control the analysis of solution proposals of the learoer,

and to determine which help infomarion to choose in ca-s€ of seveml possibilities.

6. Tlte processes of knoi)ledge acquisition and nbdifcatith, the application of \a,eak heuristics and.

control processes should also be modelled. Such a p/oce$ model is an extension ofthe state model

and may make use of additional data, like verbalizations. One of the functions ofthe process model

is to support the development of the state model.



7- It is necessary that tlre learner is fiee in the choice and sequencing of her/his interactions wilh the

system. This is necessary to construct the state model. It changes continuously by impasse driven

knowledge acquisition and success driven knowledge improvement. The more restricted the range of

the user's actions is, the less information can be obtained for infering cognitive states and processes.

These seven design principles and the ISPDL Theory were developed in the context of ABSYNT, a

visual language and a problem solving monitor'\tith a help system for functional programminS. We

started to apply them to the design of PETRI HELP as a s€cond domain.

ABSYNT
ABSYNT ("Abstract Syntax Trees", Möbus, 1991; Möbus & Thole, 1989; 1990; Möbus &
Schröder, 1990) was developed from ideas stated in a computer science textbook (Baüer & Coos,

1982). lt consists of a functional, visual programming language (comparable to pure LISP without

the data list stmcture) and a Problem Solving Monitor which is aimed at supporting programming

novices with help and proposals (Sleeman & Hendley, 1982; Kearsley, 1988) while they are

acquiring functional programming concepts up to recursion. ABSYNT was designed to encoluage

explorative but help-guided learning. The ABSYNT system consists of four main parts (Janke &
Kohnert, 1989; Möbus & Thole, 1989; 1990; Möbus & Schröder, 1990):

. A visual editor for constructing programs. ABSYNT programs consist of trees built from

connected primitive and self-defined operator nodes, parameters, and constants.

. A visual trace which makes each computational step of the ABSYNT inteqrret€r visible.

. A diagnosis-, hypothesis- and help environment where the learner may state the hypothesis that

her/his solution proposal (or part of that proposal) to a given programming task is correct. The

system then analyzes thg part ofthe solution proposal chosen by the student as a hypothesis. As the

result, the system gives help and enor feedback on the language level by synthesizing complete

solutions for the given programming tasks, starting from the student hypothesis. If the hypothesis is

embeddable in a complet€ solution, the learner may ask for completion proposals- Figure I shows a

wrong solution proposal to the "ev€n" task (upper window). a hypothesis (bold parts of upper

window), feedback that this hypothesis is embeddable (tiny parts of lower window) within a conect

solution, alld a completion proposal generated by the system (bold parts of lower window).

A set of diagnostic rules deflning a goals-means-relation (an AND-OR-graph with parametrized

nodes, Möbus & Thole, 1990) analyzes and synthesizes solution proposals. The rules rccognize

incomplete proposals and generate complete solutions to the programming tasks.

We are also working on program constmction and help generation on the plarning level. T\e leamer

will b€ able to construct goal trees using goal nodes which are derived from the rules of the goals-

means-relation. Each goal node wil be equipped with a predicative description. Our intention is that

lhe learner is able to test hypothes€s and receive error and completion feedback on this goal level in a

similar way as on the language level, as described above.

. A learner model ("stab model", Möbus, Schröder & Thole, 1991) which controls knowledge

diagnosis and help generation. The leamer model represents the actual hypothetical state of domain

knowledge ofthe leamer. It is continuously updated based on the leamer-s programming actions and

the times between different pro$amming steps.
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Figüre l: A hypothesis and a completiol proposal h tie ABSYNT environment

How arc the seven design principles stated above incorporated into ABSYNT?
. Conceming design principle l: The system does not interrupt the leamer but oferu help. The

leamer is free to state hypotheses and ask for help at any time.
. Conceming design pdnciple 2: The system alows demiled suppolt at impasse time by enablirg the

leamer to t€st hypotheses and obtain completion proposals.

. Conceming design principle 3: The sysrem allows resp. will allow program construction at the

planning leyel <wotking witi goal nodes) and atthe lanSuate leye, (working with operator nodes,

paümeters, and constants)- Additionally, üe system provides help at the language level (hypotheis

testing, obtaining completion proposals) and will provide similar information at the plaming letel.

The hypothesis testing approach is a powerful means for eyaluating one's solution proposal. Thus

the three problem solving phases of planning, executing, and evaluating are systematically supported

in ABSYNT.
. Conceming design principle 4: By stating hypothes€s, the lealnel is enabled to llüf? ,r.r e of he hß
pre-bowledge -'IIrc learner, not the system selects the parts of the solution proposal to be retained if
corections arc necessary.
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. Conceming design principle 5: The help infoffnatior. is tailored to the actual knowledqe state of tbe

leamer, because help generation is based on the state model which continuously changes dependent

on the learner's progr.mming actions and lat€ncy times. In accordance with ISPDL Theory, the state

model contains knowledge acquired by heuristics (which are not themselves pafi of the state model)

and knowledge oprimjzed by composition.
. Conceming design principle 6: There is also aprocess nodel containig hypothetical processes of
knowledge acquisition and modilication, impasses, and subsequent problem solving heuristics.

. Concerning design principle 7: Positioning, naming, moving, deleting, connecting and

unconnecting nodes are distinct and freely arrangeable actions in the vßual ABSYNT editor.

PETRI.HEI.P
In the PETRI-HELP-project, a system is developed for supporting problem solvers in the domain of
modelling wilh condition-event Petri nets. Like in ABSYNT, the system is intended to provide user-

centered help sensitive to tie actual knowledge state of the user. Although tie goal of this project is

related to ABSYNT'S, there are differences due to the special demands of the Petri net domain:

. specification of the tasks the user is supposed to solve

. the kind of analysis of the leamels solutio[ proposals

. creation of design rules on which the help information is based

. Specification of tasks. In ABSYNT, the programming tasks known by our system are easy to

express as tasks for the leamer. But for Petri nets the task specification is more complicated. Thus a

more precise task specihcation is necessary, but in the domain of Petri nets it is not usual to present

a formal specification of the problem to be solved. An exception is e.g- Josko (1990) who used

temporal-logic formulae to verify the correctness of Petri nets which are used to specify the

semantics of AADl--programs. We developed task descdptions which are sets of temporal-logic

fomulae. The advantage of temporal logic task specifications is that they enable the verification of
leamers' Petri net proposals ba model checking. We developed temporal logic specifications for 15

tasks partially ordered according to five learning objectives: Petri nets for implications with a) atomic

formulae, b) conjunctions, c) same formulae, d) disjunctions in premise and conclusion, and e) with
additional constraints. Figure 2 shows the 15 task narnes partially ordered by the leaming objectives.

Figure 3 shows the temporal logic specification and a solution proposal for one task, "restaurant".

In empirical studies, our subjects did not have serious difficulties with the temporal logic task

descriptions.

. Arwlyzing the leamers' solution proposals. As indicated, we developed a simple model-checker for
the diagnosis of user-s solutions in PETRI-HELP. The diagnosis is based on the case-graph of the

Petri net. In that graph, the temporal-logic formulae of the specification are verified. Thus it is
possible to detect the set of formulae which is fulfilled by a user-created (sub-)net. The model

checker may be used on every user-created (sub-) net. For this (sub-) net the case graph is

computed. The alternate paths in this graph describe the different orders of firing üansitions in the

net. Figure 4 shows a part of the case graph for the net in Figure 3. The names of the places in the

net must correspond to the atoms in t}le temporal-logic formulae. The user has to specify an initial
5



Figrre 2: Tasks panially ordered by leaming objectives

Ws : Waiter is sleeping
WIo : Waite! is ready to acc€pt an order
W$ : Waiter is ready to serve
K : Kitchen got lhe order
P : Preparation
R : Meal is ready

U (-(Ws 
^ 

Wro))
[ (-(ws 

^wrs))[ (-(Wro 
^ 

Wrs))
n (Ws v Wro v Wrs)
[ (Wro -, 0 (Ws 

^ 
K))

[(K-+ 0P)
[(P-->0R)
0(R^Ws-+ 0 Wrs)
[(R^Wro+ 0 Wrs)
n (Wrs -+ 0 Ws)
0 (Ws --, 0 Wro)

Wrs

Figure 3: Specification and solution to the task "restaurant"
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Figure 4: A part of the case graph for the solution of Figure 3

situation in the net, i.e., an initial set of tokens spread over the places. This situation corresponds to

the initial state of the case graph, where the interpretation of the logical formulae starts.

If the formula contains tto temporal-logic operator (O = nexttime, 0 = eventually, [] = always), it is a

propositional-logic fonnula and will be evaluated inside th9 cunent node of t]le case-$aph:

A conjunction of atoms is true iff every atom is represented in this state of the case-graph (these

places contain tokens). A disjunction is true iff the corresponding place of at least one of the atoms

contains a token. Irnplications A -> B are decomposed into not A or B.

If the forrnula has the shap€ O F (where O means nexttime, F is a folmula), the F must hold in every

immediate successor of the current state in thg cas€-graph.

0 F is true (eventually F) iff in every path leaving tlle current node F will be true at least in one node.

[] F (always D holds iff F holds in every state on every path leaving the culent state.

Thg formula€ are interpreted rccu$ively on the case graph.

. Deign rules, help infomation. Bared o\ tbe model checker and on empirical studies with Peui net

modellers, we developed three kinds of design rules which may be üs€d to support learners. These

design rules may be created automatically by the system in rEsponse to the learners's actions:

- Design rules proposi\E augngnlations to the exßting net $ch that a superset of the currendy

fulfilled formulae is fulfilled.

- Design rules proposi\g a, ,hole net fullilling a supers€t of the currendy fullilled formulae.

- BuiLding blacks which relate formulae to net pafis. They have been identified in empirical

studies with 14 subjects working in single-subject sessions. The subjeats were asked to relate

sets of formulae to parts of their solution proposal while constructing Petri nets for our tasks.

Design rules may help the learner in two ways:



- IJ the leamer chooses a design iule then her solution proposal will be completed by the system

according the the n:le. 0n case of Building blocks, the number of formulae fulhlled may be

reduced because of the nonmonotonic property of Petri nets with respect to the formülae.

Thus, additioml model checking is necessary.)

- The leamer may let the system check the solution proposal (or part of it) by stating

h)?otheses. The system then may list the formulae currendy satished and deliver completion

proposals.

This outline of the to-be-developed system will be augmented in three ways:

- A leamer modzl representing the actul knowledge state ofthe learner will control which

design rules and completion proposals will actually be offered to tie leamer.

- A fourth kind of design rules is undff investigation which will also incorparate a "goal level".

The learner will be enabled to p/a, aspects such as ''para[elism", ''mutual exclusion" etc.

- The design rules will not be built into the system but leamed, based on useß- actions.

'How arc the seveh design princiäles stanad above incorporated into PETRI-HELP?
. Concemine design pdncipte 1: Liliö ABSYNT, PETRI HELP is intended to ofer help.
. CoDceming design prircipleÄ 2 and 3: Detailed feedback concemrng platming, itnplemcntotion, atl.d

etaluation of netproposals will b€ provided by the model checking of the specification formulae

after every construction step of the leamer. Again, different levels of help will be possible:

- The set of formulae that hold in the cunent subnet (by making us€ of the model checker)

- Design rules suggesting augnentations or revisions to the cunent subnet

- Building blocks suggesting augmentations (to be verilied by model checkiDg)

- Planning rules sugggsting intermediate codcepts.

. Conceming design principle 4: The selection of design rules, hypothesis testing, and receiving

proposals of possible completions are to b€ ur\der control of the ledmel.
. Concerning design principle 5: The design rules representing the domain-knowledge are to be

leamed dtoring every user's problem-solving .'Ih:us a smte modzl wrTl be constructed.
. Conceming design principle 6: The state model will be extended by a process model.It contains

information about the evolution of knowledge structur€s as statgd by the state model
. Conceming design principle 7: There is free choice of net editing actions by the user. The leamer

may let the system create places, arcs, and transitions by choosing among design rules and building

block. Altematively, she may prefer to perfonn these primitive editing actions by herself.

Conclusions
The following table summarizes the design principtes following from ISPDL Theory, aod the

featurcs of the design of ABSYNT and PETRI HELP correspo[ding to these principles. In
summary, we think that ISPDL Theory is a promising approach to the theoretically guided design of
help systems.



ISPDL Design Principles ABSYNT PETRI IIELP

I . "Do not inteffupt the
leamer - offer help"

2. "Provide detailed
infomation the whole time
oD demand"

3. "Provide information for
planning, implementation, and
evaluation"

4. "I€t thg leamer use her/
his pre-knowledge"

5- "Tailor information to the
knowledge stat€ ofthe leamer"

l-earner can always
get help

Hypothesis feedback and
completion

I-eamer can always
get help

Hypothesis feedback and
completion
Model checking
Design rules, building blocks

Editing with design rules,
building blocks, and plan-
ning lules. H)?othes€s and
model checking as means of
evaluation

Stating hypotheses
Selecting design rules

State model conrolling
completions (constructed
by leaming rules) and the
actual set of design rules
offerend to the leamer

Process model: Impasses,
heuristics, knowledge
acquisition processes

Free afiangement of positi-
onfig, namrng, movüg,
deleting, connecting,
unconnecting places and
trai-sitions

Editing, hypothesis testing, and
completion proposals on lhe
goal level and implementation
level. Hypotheses as means of
evaluation

Stating hypotheses

State model conholllng
complqtions to hypotheses

6. "Back the state model
by a process model"

7. "Provide freedom in the
leamer's actions"

Process model: Inpasses,
heuristics, knowledge
acquisition processes

Free arrangement of positi-
onrng, nalmrng, movlng,
deleting, connecting,
unconnecting nodes
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